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Behind the Memes: Controversy behind 
WSU 
4 OCTOBER 2012  BY CRISTIAN SUAREZ, COLUMNIST  4 COMMENTS  

A few people have asked me through my TU Memes page on my personal thoughts when it comes to the 

White Student Union debate and situation. 

I have posted material before, that although doesn’t really represent my opinion on the matter, doesn’t show 

any support for it either. 

On the page, there have been literally hundreds of comments and shares regarding the situation. 

Of course, I have read through all of them in my own personal quest for my verdict on the situation. The 

responses from students have ranged from absolute repulsion, to radical support for the right to establish 

the organization. 

Also, (no creeper) I’ve checked out the profiles of the people with strongest opinions on both sides to see 

what type of person they seem to be. 

I’ve seen everything from hardcore Nazi quotes, and even swastikas as cover photos, to super liberal/hippy 

quotes and similar sorts of cover photos. 

After putting a lot of thought into what my opinion is, I really have decided I have no harsh feelings toward this 

so-called movement. 

In all honesty I believe at this point that these students are just trying their hardest through any means to 

exercise their right to establish the organization. 

When I say I agree with their right to do so, I do not agree at all with what I personally believe is the motive 

behind it. 

Now, I’m not a “white” person to say I support this. I am a proud Hispanic from Ecuador. 

My opinion really just is that while I may not agree with what you have to say, I will acknowledge your right to 

say it. Now the issue comes in when we get to what really drives this movement. We all have our opinions. 

Many believe it’s racism and a desire to further one race and bash another. Others simply say they want to 

celebrate their race and be left to do so happily. 

Personally I see no real point to the WSU, but just as I see it as nothing particularly good or groundbreaking, 

I see it as nothing bad. 

Let these kids do what they want is my thought. If that’s what they want to do with their lives right now, so be 

it. 
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Now, let them try to become publically hateful, disrespectful, harassing or violent and then I’ll have a 

completely different take on this. 

Print this pageShare on Facebook Share on Twitter

Brian said:  

“I am a proud Hispanic from Ecuador.” 

Wow. Just wow. You can actually say that? I mean, a German guy saying “I’m a proud 

Hessian from Frankfurt” would probably already be fired. 

“Personally I see no real point to the WSU, but just as I see it as nothing particularly good 

or groundbreaking” 

Would you say that about the Black/Hispanic/Jewish/Asian/GLBT/Whatever Student Union? 

“Let these kids do what they want is my thought. If that’s what they want to do with their lives 

right now, so be it.” 

Again, wow. Condescend much? 

“Now, let them try to become publically hateful, disrespectful, harassing or violent and then 

I’ll have a completely different take on this.” 

Oh, so like if they became more like The Nation of Islam? Or the Black Panthers? Or 

radical islamists in, well, pretty much every country where they exist? 

In closing, I will say welcome to America. Glad we could provide you with the opportunities 

that Ecuador apparently could not. 

withheld said:  

“In closing, I will say welcome to America. Glad we could provide you with the opportunities 

that Ecuador apparently could not.” 

I could point out how ridiculous and moronic this statement is, but instead I think I’ll just 

LOLZ and shake my head…and you’re a college student…more LOLZ… 

…you just can’t write this stuff 

Sarah said:  

Hispanics and other minorities can say that they’re proud of their ethnicity/race because 

they can be proud that theyre’ resilient despite all of the social injustices that they have to 

face. White people, however, CAN NOT because we don’t face any injustices based on the 

color of our skin..we’re in fact given more opportunities… 

Kara said:  

Ok, what special opportunities have you had based on being white, Sarah? Pray tell. 
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